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SEARCH TERMS

“outlaw motorcycle gangs”  OMCG
“outlaw biker gangs”  “One Percenters” OR “1% MC”
“outlaw biker community”  Outcasts
“outlaw motorcycle clubs”  Outlaws
Bandidos  Pagans
Black Pistons  Rebelsblok
Diablos  “Sin City Diciples”
“Hell’s Angels” OR “Hells Angels” OR “Sons of Silence” OR SOSMC
HAMC  Thunderguards
Highwaymen  Vagos
Mongols  Warlocks
OMG  “Wheels of Soul”

For a more extensive list of Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs see:

• Department of Justice Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs (OMGs)

• List of One Percenters Motorcycle Clubs
  https://onepercenterbikers.com/list-of-one-percenters-motorcycle-clubs/

• Wikipedia’s “List of Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs

For a list of the gangs known to have a military connection, see
BOOKS


Contents: Foreword / Scott Decker -- Introduction / Andy Bain and Mark Lauchs -- Motorcycle clubs or criminal gangs on wheels / Tom Barker -- Bikes, bros, and hoes: sex and the OMCG / Amelia Davies Robinson and Andy Bain -- The OMCG: south central / Andy Bain -- Mapping and conceptualizing organized motorcycle gangs: the British, German and Spanish experience / Dan Silverstone and Philip Crane -- Outlaw bikers in the Netherlands: clubs, social criminal organizations, or gangs? / Arjan Blokland, Melvin Soudijn, and Wouter van der Leest -- Nike bikies / Mark Lauchs -- The history of outlaw motorcycle clubs in New Zealand / Jarrod Gilbert -- The rising tide of OMCGs in Asia / Andy Bain and Mark Lauchs -- Final thoughts / Andy Bain and Mark Lauchs.


Contents: Conventional and deviant clubs -- One percent clubs: the outsiders -- Becoming a member: righteous biker to patch holder -- Deviant clubs: big five, major independents, and others -- Evolution from clubs to gangs: outlaw motorcycle gangs -- Biker gangs as organized crime -- Criminals without borders: exporting American organized crime -- The Hells are no Angels: organized crime, death, and Mayhem in Canada -- Biker gangs now and in the future.


Contents: 1. Introduction -- What exactly is a gang? -- Selected examples of single purpose gangs -- Selected examples of organized criminal gangs -- Drug trafficking organizations -- Street gangs -- Los Angeles-based or influenced street gangs -- Chicago-based or influenced street gangs -- Prison gangs --


Hung societies; Thirty-six strategies of the Hung societies; Oaths of a Chinese street gang -- Appendix B. Brief of the most active Asian gangs.


Contents: An introduction to organized crime -- Evolution of organized crime and the impact on investigative strategies and law enforcement -- Theories on the continued existence of organized crime -- Colombian drug cartels -- Mexican drug trafficking organizations (DTOs) -- The Russian mafia -- The Italian-American mafia -- The Yakuza -- Triads and tongs -- American outlaw motorcycle gangs -- Hispanic and African-American gangs -- Major statutes, legislation, and methods of organized crime investigations -- The intelligence function in organized crime -- The nexus of transnational organized crime and terrorism -- Where do we go from here?.


Contents: The gangs of America -- Prison gangs -- Outlaw motorcycle gangs -- The Jamaican invasion -- The Colombian connection -- The new Yakuza -- The Cuban mafia -- Here come the dragons, Pt I -- Here come the dragons, Pt II -- The gang rulers of Chicago.


Contents: Introduction -- The history of gangs -- Understanding and analyzing gang graffiti -- How to identify if someone is in a gang -- Gangs and their symbols -- Bloods -- Bloods symbols -- Crips symbols -- People Nation gangs symbols -- Folk Nation gangs symbols -- Latino gangs symbols -- Prison gangs symbols -- Asian gangs symbols -- Outlaw motorcycle gangs symbols -- Hate groups/extremists symbols -- Occult symbols -- Miscellaneous gangs symbols -- Terrorists groups symbols -- Gang colors reference guide -- Sports apparel and designer clothing -- Symbol/phrase/word/# reference -- Gang/group information.


Contents: Part I. Antecedents (1596-1907): Shiver me northern timbers; pirates and privateers of Atlantic Canada -- Outlaws on the Canadian plains; bank robbers, horse thieves, cattle rustlers, smugglers, swindlers, whiskey traders, and other varmints -- Part II. Genesis (1908-1933): The black hand of death; extortion and violence in Canada's early Italian communities -- Canadian vice; dope peddlers, white slavers, and fantan operators -- Speakeasy or die; organized crime in the era of prohibition -- Part III. Ascendance (1934-1984): La Cosa Nostra comes to Canada; the ascendancy of the Italian Mafia in North America -- Âllo police; the Montreal Mafia and other crimes organisés in Quebec -- The undertaker, the three Dons, the enforcer, and other tales of the Mafiosi in Ontario -- Part IV. Proliferation (1985-2006): Challenging the Mafia hegemony; the expansion, proliferation, and internationalization of organized crime -- A strange and terrible Canadian saga; the Hells Angels and other outlaw motorcycle gangs -- Sword of the Triad It's raining corpses in Chinatown! Asian organized crime in Canada -- A different kind of snow; the Colombian Cartels come north -- Return of the Italians; the Canadian connection, redux.


BIOGRAPHIES & AUTOBIOGRAPHIES


Contents: Alicia Benjamin-Samuels -- Oscar Brown, Jr. -- Commander -- Ruby Dee -- Shaggy Flores --


Winterhalder, Edward and Wil De Clercq. *The Assimilation: Rock Machine Become Bandidos--Bikers United Against the Hells Angels*. Toronto: ECW Press, 2008. Contents: Chapter 1; Welcome to the Great White North; 1 --; Chapter 2; Reflections; 25 --; Chapter 3; A Matter of Fate; 49 --; Chapter 4; Sturgis High... Montreal Low; 63 --; Chapter 5; Birth of a Biker; 83 --; Chapter 6; Living on Borrowed Time; 119 --; Chapter 7; Fools Masquerading as Masterminds; 127 --; Chapter 8; On the Road Again; 145 --; Chapter 9; The Hammer Drops on the Quebec Bandidos; 161 --; Chapter 10; Be Careful What You Wish For; 179 --; Chapter 11; Quebec Justice; 193 --; Chapter 12; Painting Canada Red & White From Coast To Coast; 203 --; Chapter 13; Trouble In Hells’ Paradise; 211 --; Chapter 14; Disillusionment; 221 --; Chapter 15; The Shedden Massacre; 231 --; Appendix A; Hangaround & Prospect Information; 251 --; Appendix B; Bylaws of the USA Bandidos Motorcycle Club; 261 --; Appendix C; Projects & Job Assignments for El Secretarios; 265 --; Appendix D; Edward’s Projects & Job Assignments for National Chapter; 267 --; Appendix E; Bandidos Motorcycle Club Active Chapters; 268 --; Appendix F; Bandidos Support Club Chapters; 272 --; Appendix G; Bandidos Motorcycle Club Inactive Chapters; 277 --; Appendix H; Newspaper Articles; 278.
REPORTS & THESES


Medina, Rebecca A. “Motorcycle Club Experiences & Motivations.” Master’s project report, California State University, Sacramento, 2012. http://hdl.handle.net/10211.9/1903


ARTICLES


https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12117-017-9322-7


hdl.handle.net/1765/95519

